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Football coach Tommy Warsly is going through some tough times. He had recently been fired
from a European club following a scandal. Now he is a real outcast in the football environment.
After Tommy's wife had cheated on him, it seems that his family had been ruined beyond hope.
His daughter, Bree, despises him. All this makes the man depressed and it seems to him that
this nightmare will never end. He finds solace in drinking, unable to believe that some luck might
be coming his way. However, everything changes when he receives an offer from New York: A
head coach is required at a local club and Warsly may just be the right man for this job. Having
overcome doubts, Tommy agrees and goes overseas.The man cannot even imagine what
changes are waiting for him there. From that moment on, his life begins to change rapidly - both
externally and internally...

Learn How to Quickly Solve Difficult HiSET Test QuestionsHere's a little "secret" about the
HiSET: the HiSET is what we in the test preparation field call a "content driven" test.While some
tests are looking to see what you are ABLE to learn, the purpose of the High School Equivalency
Test (HiSET), offered by the Educational Testing Service (ETS), is to test your understanding of
what you have already learned. The goal of the HiSET is to use a standardized testing process
to create an objective assessment of a test taker's knowledge and skills.In other words, it's more
about what you know than your ability to solve clever puzzles. This is good news for those who
are serious about being prepared, because it boils down to a very simple strategy:You can
succeed on the HiSET by learning critical concepts on the test so that you are prepared for as
many questions as possible.Repetition and thorough preparation is a process that rewards
those who are serious about being prepared, which means that succeeding on the HiSET is
within the reach of virtually anyone interested in learning the material.This is great news! It
means that if you've been worried about your upcoming HiSET, you can rest easy IF you have a
good strategy for knowing what to study and how to effectively use repetition to your
advantage.But it also creates another set of problems.If you tried to memorize every single
possible thing you can for the HiSET, the field of possible things to review would be so huge that
you could not hope to cover everything in a reasonable time.That's why we created the HiSET
Flashcard Study System: we have taken all of the possible topics and reduced them down to the
hundreds of concepts you must know and provided an easy-to-use learning method to
guarantee success on the HiSET.We wanted this system to be simple, effective, and fast so that
you can succeed on your HiSET with a minimum amount of time spent preparing for it. --Here
Are Some of the Features of Our HiSET Flashcard Study SystemStudy after study has shown
that repetition is the most effective form of learning- and nothing beats flashcards when it comes
to making repetitive learning fun and fastFlashcards engage more of your senses in the learning



process- you "compete" with yourself to see if you know the answers to the questions, and the
flipping action gets you actively involved in the learning processOur cards are printed on heavy,
bright white 67 lb. cover stock, and are laser printed at 1200 dpi on our industrial printers- these
are professional-quality cards that will not smear or wear out with heavy usageWe cover the
major content areas on the examOur flashcards include an edge that is micro-perforated, which
means that you are much less likely to have a painful papercut on your fingers when moving
quickly through the cardsOur cards are portable, making it easy for you to grab a few and study
while waiting for the bus or the doctor, or anywhere where you have a spare moment that would
otherwise be wastedOur HiSET cards are written in an easy to understand, straightforward style
- we don't include any more technical jargon than what you need to pass the testThe cards are a
generous size- 3.67 x 4.25 inches- they fit perfectly in your hands and they aren't so small that
you have to use a magnifying glass to read tiny type- all questions and answers are in a normal-
size print for easy studyingOur cards include in-depth explanations- you won't see any "one
word" answers on our cards that require you to go get a textbook to understand why your answer
was wrong- all of our cards include generous, thorough explanations so you not only get it right
or wrong- but you also know why!We use a font created by Microsoft to make reading easier-
this will enable you to absorb more information painlessly during late night study sessionsOur
system enables you to study in small, digestible bits of information- unlike using boring
textbooks, flashcards turn learning into a "game" you can play until you've mastered the
materialIt's easy for a friend to help you study- they don't even have to know anything about the
HiSET- if they can read, then they can quiz you with our flashcards!Now, let us explain what the
HiSET Flashcard Study System is not. It is not a comprehensive review of your education, as
there's no way we could fit that onto a single set of flashcards.Don't get us wrong: we're not
saying that repetition will automatically result in a passing HiSET score- you have to have some
innate ability as well. However, without exposure to the question types and concepts, you cannot
possibly hope to do well on the test. After all, it's hard to do well on test or prepare for it when
you don't know what's going to be on it.HiSET Flashcard Study System is a compilation of the
hundreds of critical concepts you must understand to pass the HiSET. Nothing more, nothing
less. --If you think there's even the smallest chance that these flashcards will help you, you owe it
to yourself to try them out. Don't let fear or doubt stand in the way of your opportunity to achieve
the test score you need to fulfill your dreams.--This text refers to the cards edition.
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Chapter 1Board of Directors22 January, New YorkThe team’s new stadium was scheduled to
open in a week. Every member of the staff should have been looking forward to this. However,
not everything was as smooth as it seemed at first glance.“We still don’t have a head coach,”
Bennet inferred.The club’s president, Chad Bennet, walked around the table and looked at his
associates. The issue of them having no head coach bothered him a great deal.Chad had three
associates, three chief assistants. First, there was Tedd Bursley, president Bennet’s top aide, a
young and ambitious thirty-two-year-old blonde guy, a football expert. Next in line was Solomon
Hepp, a famous former football player and current television football pundit. He was forty-six.
And finally, the third person was Joe Voznicky, a stout fifty-four-year-old Wall Street financier, a
football fan and one of the major investors in New York City football club.Frankly, if it hadn’t been
for Voznicky, the construction of the stadium would have been delayed, Joe’s help came at the



right time. However, giving all the credit to just one person would be wrong; the club depended
not only on him, but also on Hepp and Bursley. Like three life-jackets, they were keeping their
baby afloat. Chad Bennet, was naturally in charge of all proceedings.“We have three candidates
at the moment,” Tedd said grandly. He pushed the white sheets of paper to the middle of the
table so everyone could see.“The first one is Matthew Scholes, the former coach of West Ham,
he was fired from his last position. The second one is Paul Watsky; he is currently an
unemployed American coach. And the third one is the young Tommy Warsly, who was fired from
Manchester United a few weeks ago. I trust you all know the story...”“Yes,” Chad sighed and
skimmed the papers again. “These are not the best options in the world.”“But they are not the
worst either,” Hepp noted. “There is no abundance of coaches in the market at the moment.”“I
think Scholes would be the best choice,” Joe Voznicky stated in his hoarse smoking voice. “He
knows MLS quite well, both as a coach and as a player and, all in all, he is a great guy.”“We
know guys like him,” Hepp smirked. “They sit in the shadows, keeping their head down and then
they do something crazy, like Warsly.”“Enough,” Chad interrupted the argument. “Don’t forget we
are choosing a coach and not a friend. The only thing we care about is how he leads the team.
Everything else is secondary.”Tedd’s face expressed dejection.“Okay, let us be objective about it.
Watsky is a good coach, but he does not fit the ambitions of our club. His results with Atlanta
were not the greatest either...”“And that is the reason he was fired,” Solomon interjected and ran
his hand over his short hair.“His contract simply ended and he became available on the market,”
Joe retorted.“That is the official version,” Hepp crossed his arms. “I think it is far from the
truth.”“Well, that is your opinion,” Joe croaked and pointedly turned away. His attitude was simple
and straightforward; he supported the only American specialist, despite his obvious
shortcomings.Hepp did not reveal his opinion as of yet, but it could be assumed that he was
mostly rooting for Matthew Scholes, the Englishman who had coached West Ham recently. And
the opinion of president Bennet and his assistant Tedd remained unclear. In any case, the
choice of the new coach for the club will depend on them.Chad approached the huge floor-to-
ceiling window, stood by it for a couple of seconds and then abruptly turned on his heels and
faced his associates. Bennet was in excellent physical condition. He was forty-five, but felt as if
though he had only just turned twenty-five; he felt so well, light and energetic. And the events
around the opening of the stadium and appointing the new coach gave him even more strength,
even though they also caused trepidation.“I will tell you something,” Chad smiled and cupped his
hands together. “On the one hand, we cannot take any chances and we must choose a reliable
coach. But on the other hand, the club has serious ambitions, this season we need to finish in
the top three at least. Otherwise, we will be considered a clueless bag of money, which is all nice
and lovely, but it is useless. The club needs to show results. We cannot go on without it.”“Chad,
can we cut to the chase?” Voznicky said.“I am getting to that. The appointment of this man may
seem risky, maybe even adventurous, but...” The president narrowed his eyes and leaned
forward, “I do not believe that. I think that Tommy will be a great fit for our club and help the team
win the championship.”“What?!” Voznicky and Hepp jumped up from their chairs.“I support that



solution as well,” Tedd Bursley said and put down his ballpoint pen. “Frankly, Scholes and
Watsky don’t seem like a good fit for us. We need someone more solid. And a Manchester
United coach sounds convincing, even if he is a former one.”“And what about this whole story
with his divorce and newspapers headlines?” Hepp asked slowly. “People will still talk about that.
No one will simply forget about it.”“Yes, but the best antidote in this situation is good results,”
Bennet replied. “And Warsly is a coach who is always focused on them. We appreciate that in
him. I am sure he will do well.”There was an oppressive silence in the room. Voznicky and Hepp
fidgeted with their sleeves while Bursley and Bennet put on triumphant smiles.“Alright,” Joe
croaked. “Let it be so.” He pointed a finger at the president, “But bear in mind, Chad, that this is
risky and it will be entirely your responsibility. You are not only responsible for this particular
choice. The development of the entire team is at stake and that is very serious business. Well,”
he waved his hand, “I don’t have to explain this to you. You are well aware of it.”“Excellent,”
Bennet sunk into his huge leather chair. “I’m glad we didn’t have any serious disagreements.
Tedd and I will contact Warsly tomorrow.”

Chapter 2Past Memories23 January, ManchesterTommy Warsly opened another bottle of beer
and sat down on the hard sofa. Two weeks had passed since he was fired from Manchester
United, the biggest football club in England. This event was still widely covered by the press. The
thing that was even more painful than that was the fact that this was still a raw wound for
Tommy.Why did she do that? Why did she get involved with this... Bob? And when did all this
start?Warsly now felt like a man who had been hit over the head with a heavy sack. He fell into
oblivion for a while, stopped understanding what was happening, sinking deeper and deeper
into self-reflection and depression despite the fact that he was a very reserved person who knew
how to deal with problems. This was different. This situation unsettled him.However, Tommy was
sure that anyone in his place would feel the same. Your wife cheating on you after more than
twenty years of marriage, that is a hard blow. Nothing foreshadowed trouble. Still, for some
unknown reasons, it happened anyway. It came to pass when Tommy least expected it.He was a
successful coach of one of the most legendary football clubs in the world. He had managed
Manchester quite successfully for the third season in a row. But the English career for the
promising coach ended much earlier than he would have liked. The third season in United turned
out to be that last one for Warsly.Tommy well remembered his last game as coach before he was
fired. It was a match against Fulham, one of the championship’s underdogs. Everything should
have gone smoothly, Manchester should have won and the magic of the home stadium Old
Trafford should have helped them achieve that. But everything went wrong from the very
beginning. The team conceded an early goal and didn’t manage to recoup by the end of first
half.At half-time, Warsly tried to set the team straight, but it didn’t work out. He chose all the
wrong words and it seemed like he wasn’t in the locker room with the players, but somewhere far
away. The reason for that was the fact that the day before this game, he found his wife in the
arms of the forty-four-year-old Canadian coach Bob Jeremy. Bob had come to Manchester to



stay for a month and attend a big football coach conference. Many people said that Jeremy was
one of the most promising Canadian coaches of his time. He was in charge of Toronto and as far
as Tommy knew, he still held that position in the club.The match with Fulham could not have
been saved. At the beginning of the second half, the Mancunians conceded a second goal.
Warsly thought it was scored from offside and he went to talk with the referees about it. They did
not change their decision and the goal was recorded. In response to this, Tommy punched the
referee, jumping right onto the field. Warsly was immediately removed from the match and given
a severe penalty.After that, the Manchester’s game fell apart completely and they conceded a
third goal and ultimately lost the game 1:3. Tommy came to the press conference after the match
in a foul mood. He answered the questions in a confused and concise manner. Some questions
he didn’t even understand. After one sharp remark form a reporter, he snapped and rudely told
the reported to go to hell. He then left the conference.Since the conferences before and after the
game are a mandatory part of a coach’s job, leaving it was possible only under extreme
circumstances. Tommy had no excuse to do this; he was simply rude and did not even apologise
to the reporter for his outburst, which was unprecedented in England.Naturally, this behaviour
was added to his prior attack on the referee on the field. The management reviewed the team’s
overall bad game and decided to fire Warsly for all these reasons. Tommy didn’t even mind the
decision. He knew that he was wrong, that he was being stupid and childish, but he couldn’t help
it. The relationship with his wife invaded his work space without even consulting with him
first.Back in reality, Tommy set aside his empty beer bottle and started drinking whisky. Having
poured some of the liquid into a glass, Warsly inhaled sharply and drained it. He couldn’t
remember the last time he had been that drunk.In fact, he hardly drank at all. He always tried to
lead a healthy lifestyle, did yoga and sometimes went to church on Sundays. The last noisy
drinking party he attended had been during his student days, around twenty years ago. After
that, Warsly almost completely gave up bad habits. But in this situation, his willpower had failed
him.The doorbell rang.Tommy had a fairly modern home in Manchester with designer furniture,
stylish three-tone finishes and expensive hardwood floors. There were five rooms in the flat, in
addition to the kitchen and bathroom, but Warsly did not even use two of them. After being
separated from Susan, everything here had somehow become empty and featureless, lifeless
even. Tommy lost interest in what was happening around him. He even stopped mowing the
lawn, regardless of the fact that he had loved doing that before. He threw trash on the floor and
for the last two weeks he hadn’t dusted the tables once. The house was starting to look like a big
junkyard.Warsly glanced at the intercom screen and saw Bree standing in front of him. He had
not seen his daughter for a year and, admittedly, since he had been so absorbed in coaching, he
hadn’t been so keen on meeting her. But now he wasn’t surprised that she had come to see him,
especially because he had called her a couple of days earlier and told her about what happened
between him and Susan. He didn’t do it immediately after it happened because it took him some
time to realise that it was actually happening.And now, Bree had attended to all her business
and came to see him.“Hi, dad,” she said wearily after he had opened the door for her. “I see that



you are already drunk.”

Chapter 3Tommy and BreeAs she slammed her suitcase into the house, Bree looked around,
took a deep breath and crossed her arms.“Finally we meet. Tell me what is going on,
coach.”Bree Warsly was not particularly ceremonious or well-mannered. From the very moment
when Tommy started working as a professional coach, which was around five years ago, his
daughter started calling him coach as a joke because he was always completely absorbed in his
work and periodically moved from one club to another. Around this time, Bree’s character started
turning into a bitchy one. Tommy was not a psychologist, but he knew it was probably a defence
mechanism because she didn’t get to see her father much. Warsly did his best to pay attention
to his family, but his job as a football coach took up all his time and energy.Bree wasn’t a beauty,
but with her impeccable sense of taste and regular visits to the beauty salons and fitness
centres, she always looked flawless. Although Tommy’s father was African American and his
mother was Caucasian, Bree did not inherit her father’s dark skin colour. She looked almost
completely Caucasian and for some reason, she was not happy about it.The girl’s character left
much to be desired. Susan had always been cool and calm and that was why Tommy loved her.
Warsly was prone to mood swings and emotional breakdowns and he had sincerely hoped that
Bree would not inherit that from him. However, he had been very wrong. Harshness and focus
turned out much more pronounced in his daughter than in him.Apparently, those qualities helped
the girl in life. She finished college in England and was just starting a designer job in a big
company and she was only twenty-two. If it wasn’t for her courage and determination, she
probably wouldn’t have achieved all that.“Hi, Bree,” Tommy thought he said softly, but he was
already slurring. He really had too much to drink today. “I am a mess, I’m sorry.”“So you got a
divorce?” the girl began immediately. “What was the reason? You didn’t say much on the
phone.”“Everything is still hazy to me.”“Did she cheat on you?” Bree asked sharply, catching
Tommy off-guard.Warsly wearily sank down on the sofa, which was strewn with pieces of bread,
chips and other things. There were two empty bottles of beer on the floor.“How did you know?”
he asked bluntly.“I didn’t have to do much guessing, you know. There aren’t that many reasons
why people break up.”Bree was wearing a crimson jacket with a white blouse, a tight purple skirt
that reached just below her knees and black high heels that she hadn’t even taken off yet. An
engraved silver bracelet encircled her wrist and a black leather pendant hung around her neck.
The girl’s makeup was soft but expressive and her hair was neatly arranged and pinned with two
(or maybe three, Tommy could not really see) hairpins. Warsly had to admit that his daughter
had grown up to become a beauty and now he looked like a complete failure in comparison.
However, he had always felt like a failure in life, only this time this feeling really pressed down on
him.“I was fired from the club, Bree. I don’t know what to do. My whole life is going to hell...”His
daughter wanted to comfort him in some way, maybe even put her hand on his shoulder, but
then she changed her mind and simply put her hands on her knees. They were not used to
talking like this, openly and emotionally, they usually behaved like they were friends, quite



relaxed, but at the same time, not allowing anything superfluous to be said. But it was very hard
for Tommy to reign in his emotions in this situation, his head was in a haze. He needed to take a
shower and freshen up, but he felt chained to the spot and unable to move.It had been a long
time since he had been in such bad state of mind.“So what do you want from me?” Bree stood
up from the sofa abruptly. “Do you want me to comfort you? Tell you that you are good and mum
is bad? I will not do that!” Bree started to scream and Tommy realised that the situation was
getting out of hand. A quiet conversation as not an option. “You need to man up. At least try to
save your reputation! You are a former Manchester coach. Anyone who was ever involved with
this club is a living legend and you are now a disgrace to them.”The raised tones made Tommy’s
head clear a little and he felt a bit better.“You are forgetting that I have nothing to do with United
anymore. I don’t even want to think about that club. I am sure they will not even let me into the
stadium.”“You did this to yourself, dad.”Bree said the word “dad” with special disdain that Tommy
had never heard her say before. She put so much pain, resentment and unfulfilled hopes into
this word and it all seemed to fit into a small ball, a tiny beam in space, which reached Tommy’s
heart and hit him where it hurt the most.“I didn’t cheat on her. From my side, everything was
alright with our marriage.”Warsly tried to justify himself, but he knew those attempts looked
pathetic and naïve. They wouldn’t do any good to anyone.Bree walked around the sofa with her
hands crossed and a look of disgust on her face.“This was not a marriage,” she said. “This was
just cohabitation, maybe respect for each other to some extent (upon hearing this Tommy
grinned haughtily), but it was not a family. And you know it. Your travels and your absence from
home made it impossible for our family to continue existing.”“Bree, travels were a part of my job,
you know that.”“That’s probably why you sent me to London for my studies.” The girl threw up her
hands. “So that I wouldn’t interfere with your work. After all, taking me to all those training bases
was such a big burden.”Tommy felt as if all his energy was being drained away. He was unable to
listen to this any longer.“Bree...”The girl grew more and more furious, walking around Tommy like
a guard and poking him with her finger,“Ah, yes, I almost forgot you always pampered us for our
birthdays and Christmas. You even gave us some stupid gifts. Well, thank you for that,
coach!”Finally, unable to withstand this, Tommy stood up and raised his voice as well,“Bree, I
already asked you not to call me that! Really, is that so difficult to remember?”Of course he knew
that his daughter was doing this on purpose to infuriate him. Or to remind him of the fact that he
was the one who should open his eyes and realise that he wasn’t a coach anymore, he had
gotten fired. And no one was in a great hurry to invite him to work with another club.Bree picked
up an empty coffee cup from the floor and tossed it on the couch.“Really, what kind of coach are
you anyway? You can’t even clean up your own trash.”Tommy let his hands fall to his sides and
stared at the floor. Bree walked past him, brushing a tear from her eye as she went. When she
reached the door, she turned around and looked at her father,“Please don’t ask me to come here
and comfort you again. I have enough problems as it is. And clean up the flat.”Warsly nodded
grimly. The door slammed shut behind Bree. He could hear her suitcase dragging down the
stairs and then the sound grew fainter and more distant.He sighed heavily, put on his thick round



glasses and sank into an armchair. Resting his chin on his clasped hands, the man tried to sum
up the last few days of his life.He was forty-five. No job. He would soon have to leave this flat
because he would have no money to pay for the rent. There was no question about fixing his
relationship with Susan; he was sure she was with someone else now and she had already
forgotten about her ex-husband. His relationship with Bree had not been brilliant before, but now
she lost all confidence in him.And here he was, sitting all alone without work, without a family
and without future. Completely alone. Once a hopeful and even successful coach Tommy Warsly
was now a failure who had lost everything.Or perhaps he didn’t lose everything?Tommy’s eyes
lingered on his yoga mat and he decided it was high time he meditated. Yoga had often helped
him in life and now it was perhaps the most difficult period in his life. Therefore, he needed some
support that would push him into a better life.Tommy looked around the large room he was in
with a lot of sadness. In order to start, he needed to pick up the trash first.
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